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Figure 2.13. Erez Israeli, *Terrorist*. Epoxy cast and stuffed pigeons on MDF base, 2007.


Figure 3.1. Map of military training areas open for hikes on Passover holidays. Haaretz 8 April 2009.

Figure 3.2. Larry Abramson, from *tsóob́ä*. Oil on canvas, 1993–94.

Figure 3.3. Larry Abramson, from *tsóob́ä*. Oil impression on newspaper, 1993–94.

Figure 3.4. Larry Abramson, from *tsóob́ä*. Oil on canvas, 1993–94.

Figure 3.5. *tsóob́ä*, gallery view. *Larry Abramson: Paintings 1975–2010*, Tel Aviv Museum of Art (curator: Ellen Ginton), Tel Aviv 2010.
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Figure 5.1. Honi Hame’agel, *40 Years to Victory*. Street view, military march through victory gate and portraits of generals. Tel Aviv, June 2007. Courtesy of the artist.

Figure 5.2. Honi Hame’agel, *40 Years to Victory*. Street view, woman-soldier portrait. Tel Aviv, June 2007. Courtesy of the artist.
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Figure 5.6. New Year greeting card (Jerusalem, jets, and Moshe Dayan), 1960s. Collection of Haim Grossman, Jerusalem.
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Figure 5.9. Honi Hame’agel, untitled, from *40 Years to Victory*. Military march and model on fur carpet. Catalogue reproduction, 2007.

Figure 5.10. Honi Hame’agel, untitled (“Tel Aviv under Attack”) from *40 Years to Victory*. Digitally manipulated street view, model, knife and jets. Catalogue reproduction, 2007.
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Figure 6.2. Bil’in demonstration, cloth snake, Bil’in 2005.
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